
Practice Problem for Problem S4 of homework #2

Remember that if  we choose property A to be a function of
B and C, i.e., = A(B,C),  this is equivalent to saying what?:
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Math is a language.  The translation of this to English is:

The total small change in A  is:
the B slope times the change in B plus the C slope times the change in C
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Picking some letters randomly from the alphabet,
A =A(B,C);     dA=D dB +E dC i.e., variables are B and C

This means automatically (no thought required) that
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  that showed MaxwellClerk  James  and

  : that followsit Then 

and D and E are slopes (= partial derivatives)

The B slope (i.e.,  D) changes with C exactly as
the C slope )(i.e., E) changes with B



a. Weak Non-Covalent “Reactions”
essential for the DYNAMICS of life processes

1. Ionic (in solution or biopolymers),
2. “hydrogen bonding”,
3. hydrophobic  (not) bonding 
4. London dispersion forces 

(universally present)

b.   proteins: what are they? 
and  what do they do? 
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All of chemistry is built from Coulomb’s Law:
The very strong attraction of opposite charges and
repulsion of  like charges.

van der Waals:  a mixture of London and permanent dipole-dipole
interactions 



Lysine

Glu or Asp

Gln or Asn

Water

1390 kJ/mol

Hydrogen bonding  is
almost all electrostatic
attraction of partial
charges.  It is strong
because of 
smallness of  H;
H gets closer than 
any other atom!
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Hydrogen Bonding
Hydrogen bonding  is almost all electrostatic attraction of 
partial charges.  It is strong because of smallness of  H

GAS PHASE kJ/mol
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IN WATER

kJ/mol



London dispersion forces 

Electrons in atoms act like particles and waves. 

waves give the orbital picture makes them seem like spherical 
clouds with no dipole.

particle behavior: electrons dodge each other!

This means ALL atoms have large fluctuating  dipoles!

Two helium atoms side by side attract because the fluctuations 
are correlated to reduce electron repulsion between the atoms.  

instantaneous dipole- induced dipole
+ -
- + or 
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- +
+ -

Quantum behavior, and is ALWAYS PRESENT
regardless of what other label is given to a force
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The more electrons,
the larger are the
quantum fluctuations,
so stronger London
dispersion attraction

Inert gases
Spherical Atoms

London dispersion forces 
important in holding PROTEINS in
their folded form
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Hydrophobic “bonding”, “interactions”, 
are actually thermodynamic reactions that involve all
the forces we have introduced.
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Note: The London forces between water and
ethane are ~same as between two ethanes.
Total ordered water is reduced by association of 
ethanes.  
The force is much the same as what causes water 
droplets in air to be spherical and makes them 
combine into larger drops, i.e., surface tension.
Reducing surface area is spontaneous. 13



AROMATIC RING IN WATER.  Typical snapshot showing different 
views of the H-bonded chains formed by water within 4.0 Angstroms.

Hydrophobic "Bonding"

10 femtoseconds later



What are proteins and what do 
they do?

The poetic answer:
"We now see that proteins are highly 
sophisticated molecular machines that 
process energy, matter, and information.  
Their beautiful molecular ballet is 
coming into view."

-Lubert Stryer
Biochemistry, 4th Ed.
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What do proteins do? The list answer:
(Gene == basic Protein)
but there are many forms of most basic proteins created by 
post translational processes

Mechanical support 
Motion
Transport and storage
Immune protection
Signaling( nerve impulses, response to hormones, vision,……
Catalysis and recognition-- pervade most of the above
(in particular, hydrolysis of ATP and GTP provides the 

energy for switching and timing of the complex circuits)
and much,much more—yet to be discovered.
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The visual answer



Interacting Signaling Pathways = ligands

= PROTEINS
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What are proteins? The chemical answer:
• Linear polymers of amino acids
• The sequence is from the genetic code
• ~100,000 proteins are responsible the life process



AlaGly Val Leu Ile
Oil and GasolineTiny

Negatively Charged
Asp (vingar) Glu (MSG) Lys (ammonia) Arg

Positively Charged

Ser (alcohol, drinking) Asn
Polar , uncharged 
Thr (alcohol, rubbing) Gln



Aromatic  Hydrophobic  (UV absorbing)
Phenylalanine
(benzene)

Tyrosine (phenol)

Tryptophan
Trp (sleep aid)

Banned. Cannot 
be made safe commercially
Really???



Proline
Pro  (found in turns)
cis-trans isomerization very important



Aromatic

Aliphatic

Neg Pos

alcohol amide

Methionine

Small
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Proline



Secondary Structure

• alpha helix
• beta sheet

connected by disordered loops

dominated by backbone-backbone hydrogen bonding
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Secondary:

Quaternary

Tertiary

Catagories of Protein Structure

Primary:  ala-glu-asn-gly-trp-lys-…….

Alpha helix

Beta sheet

Turn
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Alpha helix (HN not shown)
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Beta sheet (HN not shown)
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Backbone

A typical transcription factor protein
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Cartoon
30



Alaphatic only 
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Aromatic added
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Gly and alanine added
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Proline added
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Alcohols serine and threonine added
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Amides asparagine and glutamine added
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Charged added: arginine, lysine, glutamate, aspartate
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Principles of Protein Structure   Using the Internet
© Copyright  Birkbeck College 1995-1997 all rights reserved worldwide  Updated 12th 
Aug '96 http://www.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/PPS2/course/index.html

SALT BRIDGE
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Sulfer added: cysteine , methionine
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